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The road is the limit for this trucker! A new map for the game, a new truck and the "Going East" update have already been
released. You can now also visit the Iberian Peninsula in the form of four new routes! In the "Going East" update, you can also
plan trips between countries and have your own truck in motion! Do you dare to take the road of a thousand li? What are your
driving skills? Let us know in the comments below . We've added a new track, out of which you can now choose to drive. Are
you ready to take the road? A new map has just been added to the game! The map is called The Tabernas Desert, and it is the

only desert in Europe. You'll have to deal with extreme weather conditions, and you're only the foreman on the road - no
bodyguards to protect you! It's also a drizzling evening, so you'd better bring lots of clothing and a hammock! Start driving as
quickly as possible and deliver your cargo right away! Or, to be honest, you don't have to hurry; as long as you don't miss any

deliveries you'll have no problem clearing the delivery list. The journey starts now! Euro Truck Simulator 2 Download !
Cheaper prices for the weekend! Buy today or tomorrow at a reduced price for the weekend! Euro Truck Simulator 2 Features.

Euro Truck Simulator 2 is the game of your dreams that you'd be better off leaving on its own! In it, you'll make short trips
around Europe in a truck and always be in demand. The game includes more than 2,000 miles of road, plus off-road, dual

carriageways and tunnels! You also have two cars which, unlike in other games, can be used in their own vehicle. Moreover, you
can choose to drive a working truck or a real trailer and buy the appropriate equipment from the start to make your job easier.

This game also features new extended missions and the first 'drift' routes for your truck! Get in your truck and head for the
Iberian Peninsula, since now you can also visit the country. Visit the major cities and enjoy many sights! Euro Truck Simulator
2 is the road that limits us, but in the game, we will drive from Lisbon to Madrid. Now, when we have the chance, we will visit

this beautiful place! The map of the region is the Tabernas Desert, and we will have a

Games such as Mafia 2, Pro Evolution Soccer, The Last of Us, X-Com: Enemy Unknown and many other . May 22, 2020 Euro
Truck Simulator 2 Update v1.36.2.13 CHESTSERVICE TRAIN UPDATE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SCREENSHOT

TRAILER NFO CHESTSERVICE TRAIN is a small mod that replaces ChestService, a tool that we use for download content.
ChestService is responsible for downloading and saving the content in the cargo train. With this mod we can save a lot of time
and improve the speed of loading and saving. This mod can be used in most cities in Euro Truck Simulator 2. So you can use
this mod in any city. The mod was made by cjherry in 1 Month, so i think that this mod will be very useful. The mod works

great so I'm sure that you will love this mod. So, I think that you should download this mod. Please add as an external cache so
that your trains not get stuck in some cities. May 26, 2020 Euro Truck Simulator 2 Update v1.36.2.12 - CHESTSERVICE

TRAIN UPDATE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS SCREENSHOT TRAILER NFO CHESTSERVICE TRAIN is a small mod
that replaces ChestService, a tool that we use for download content. ChestService is responsible for downloading and saving the
content in the cargo train. With this mod we can save a lot of time and improve the speed of loading and saving. This mod can

be used in most cities in Euro Truck Simulator 2. So you can use this mod in any city. The mod was made by cjherry in 1
Month, so i think that this mod will be very useful. The mod works great so I'm sure that you will love this mod. So, I think that

you should download this mod. Please add as an external cache so that your trains not get stuck in some cities. Jun 27, 2020
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